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Introduction. What do we know about English ? We know that English is 

language of international meaning. Most of people use it every single day. They do it in 

order to understand each other to arrange matters concerning business and so on. From 

year to year young generation are interested in learning English. It is not simply. But it is 

worth learning English.  

Aim of research to give evidence of  importance of English among pharmacists. 

Why is it important for pharmasist to speak English ?  Because pharmasist can have to do 

with English.  

1. First of all English can come into handy unexpectedly if pharmasist runs into 

person who lives abroad. This person – foreigner speaks English he is from the Great 

Britain or the USA. He is representative of pharmaceutical enterprise which is located 

abroad and he is in charge of sale of medicine of this enterprise in other country for 

instance Ukraine. 

2. In the second place this person – foreigner cannot speak Russian and he uses 

English  but he doesn‘t live in the Great Britain or the USA. He learned English the hard 

way at school and at Univesity.  

3. In the third place foreigner is in search of persons who can speak English he wants 

to hire them because he wants to go about his own enterprise in Russian speaking country. 

Because it will take foreigner much time to learn Russian. He cannot let it happen. Time 

works against him. Russian will be obstacle to overcome.  

A graduate is kind of person of Pharmaceutical University. He has advantages over 

other graduates. Because he can speak English and foreigner wants to engage him as 

pharmasist at his enterprise or foreigner wants to engage him as person who will be in 

charge of distributing medicine in Russian speaking country. Or graduate will work at 

pharmaceutical enterprise and he will be in charge of production of some kind of 

medicines. In any case a graduate will get better in English because he will have English 

practise every single day. And graduate will get additional sum of money on account of 

English. It always happens. Knowledge like this is appreciated.  Knowledge is power like 

the Japanese people say every single day.  

Conclusions. 1. To summarize all told we came to the conclusions that English 

played important role for a student of pharmaceutical University – future specialist in the 

branch of pharmacy being able to work by this speciality and will use English steadily in 

the course of work.  2. English gives a pharmacist possibility of gaining much more 

money using English in an oral way. 3. English gives a pharmacist possibility of  finding 

work at a foreign enterprise in an easy way.     

  


